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Abstract 

In this book, we delve into the art of simplifying various aspects of life using evidence-based 

techniques. Drawing from psychology, neuroscience, and behavioral economics, each 

chapter presents a curated selection of hacks designed to optimize daily routines, enhance 

productivity, and foster well-being. From time management tactics to organization 

strategies, from stress reduction methods to habit formation techniques, this book offers a 

diverse array of insights aimed at empowering readers to lead more efficient, fulfilling lives. 

By applying the principles outlined in these pages, individuals can cultivate a greater sense of 

control, balance, and satisfaction in their everyday experiences. "Smart Living" serves as a 

roadmap for anyone seeking to navigate the complexities of modern life with confidence 

and ease. 

 

1. Introduction 

In a world where time is precious and complexity seems to be ever-increasing, the pursuit of 

a simpler, more manageable lifestyle has become a universal goal. But how do we achieve 

this? This book is your guide, offering a treasure trove of practical tips and tricks rooted in 

scientific research. From streamlining your daily routines to optimizing your environment for 

productivity and well-being, each hack presented here is designed to help you navigate life's 

challenges with greater ease and efficiency. By harnessing the power of science-backed 

strategies, you'll discover how small changes can lead to significant improvements in your 

quality of life. So, let's embark on this journey together and unlock the secrets to smarter, 

simpler living. 



 

2.  Simple Life Hacks For Enjoying Work Every Day 

 

Many people dread going to work -- even entrepreneurs. They may dislike their job, the 

people they work with, the environment they're in, or are simply bored of their monotonous 

routines. 

With a few simple tips and tricks (backed by science), you’ll finally be able to enjoy your job -

- and more importantly -- look forward to going to work. 

Hack #1: Try Something New Every Day 

Psychologists assert that “nothing contributes to our happiness more than shattering the 

delusions to which we cling.” Opening up to trying or doing something new is often 

frightening at first because of the lack of familiarity. However, over time, we start to see the 

good that can arise out of trying new things, and begin to feel more comfortable. Trying 

something new is one of the most beneficial things you can do to enhance your day. 

You likely interact with the same people on a daily basis at work, so start a conversation with 

a colleague you’ve never spoken to. They probably have tons to offer and would welcome 

the opportunity to converse. If you’re regularly assigned to work alongside the same people, 

see if your boss is willing to switch things up. If you're an entrepreneur, talk to employees or 

teams you don't normally interact with. You never know just how fulfilling it may be to work 

with some fresh new faces. 



Hack #2: Stay Fit, Active and Healthy 

Want to know a secret of most successful people? They stay in shape. Studies have shown 

that there is a direct correlation between fitness and career success. In fact, 72 percent of 

respondents in a recent study asserted that exercising on work days resulted in significant 

improvements in time management, while 79 percent reported a noteworthy enhancement 

in mental and interpersonal performance. In addition, 74 percent said they managed their 

workload better. 

If you want to give your morning a huge boost that’ll power you for the whole day, try 

waking up a bit earlier in the morning. Go for a workout at the gym, a peaceful run or jog, or 

a blissful bike ride. If you think you can’t go a day without your morning coffee, trade in your 

caffeine boost for an apple and see how refreshed you feel afterwards. Because while apples 

have no caffeine, they do contain a lot of carbohydrate energy and the vitamins needed to 

give the perfect dose of wake up energy. 

Hack #3: Allocate Your Time Wisely 

 

While at work, your mind is easily bombarded with thoughts, ideas, to-do lists and more. Our 

minds work just like our other muscles, and evidence suggests that taking regular breaks 

helps fuel productivity and creativity (similar to how we need rest days when working out). 

Sensory perception also works like this, says Science Daily. Our brains will stop registering a 

sight, sound or feeling if that same stimulus is constant over time or remains unchanged. 

In order to prevent overload, take a short break to refresh your mind when you feel like 

you’re getting overwhelmed or distracted. Make sure to leave your phone and any other 

work-related devices at your desk -- you don’t need to take your work with you. Try going for 



a five-minute walk outside and just enjoying the fresh air. It’s easy to get caught up in your 

work, but just remember that you have other things going on in your life, too. 

Hack #4: Don’t Waste Time in Meetings 

This is my favorite, given that our product, Do (do.com), helps people with this exact 

problem. An incredible amount of time is wasted due to unproductive meetings. In order to 

prevent this, follow a few simple guidelines for your meetings. 

First, make sure everyone arrives on time and is focused and alert. If appropriate, make 

everyone put their phones away and ask them to close their laptops to avoid any 

distractions. Notes should be written by hand, as this significantly enhances retention, 

though we recognize that we now live in a technology-driven world. Regardless, everyone’s 

focus should be on the meeting and nothing else. 

Meetings can be unorganized and lack direction or focus. To remedy this, set an agenda 

beforehand with specific goals in mind. Send out action items beforehand so everyone 

knows what they should be ready to discuss. And in order to avoid scrambling through 

emails and folders during meetings, make sure all the necessary files (presentations, 

documents, spreadsheets, etc.) are organized and ready-to-go beforehand. 

Finally, during the meeting, make sure proper notes or minutes are taken. Specifically, for 

each point in the meeting agenda, have either an outcome or a follow-up. This will clarify 

what has been done, and what needs to be done. 

If you follow these simple little tips and tricks every day when you go to work, you'll 

definitely enjoy your job much more. You'll finally be able to make work something you love. 

 

3. Quick Productivity Hacks to Boost Productivity 

If you’re looking for productivity hacks to stop procrastinating and start getting done 

efficiently, this is the list of hacks you need. 

The common reasons why most people are not being productive are: 

 Procrastinating 

 Not knowing how to prioritize 

 Getting distracted easily 



To stay productive all the time, you’ll need to dig into the root causes of all these common 

causes. While this can take consistent effort and time, fixing the root causes of your low 

productivity is the best solution. 

 

But what if you want to increase your productivity with the most basic things you can do 

first? This article is for you. 

In this article, I’ll provide you with a list of quick hacks in Perth to help you boost productivity 

so you can at least see a bit of progress in improving your productivity. 

15 Productivity Hacks to Boost Productivity Quickly 

Here are the best productivity hacks to improve productivity and get things done: 

1. Give (10+2)*5 a Try 

Let’s start with a classic one of the very effective productivity hacks called (10+2)*5 created 

by Merlin Mann, author Don’t worry. This is not a complicated mathematical formula you 

need to solve. 

The (10+2)*5 means 10 minutes of work + 2 minutes of break multiplied by 5, completing 1 

hour. It is crucial to stick with the time limits and not skip work and break schedules. The 

point is for you to create a jam-packed work and break schedules routine. The result? You 

will eventually skip your break schedules and be more productive. 



2. Use Red and Blue More Often 

Clean your desk and remove things that might distract you. According to scientific research, 

filling your study or work table with blue and red colors improved brain performance. Red 

was found to increase attention to detail while blue sparks creativity. Surrounding your 

workplace with these colors benefits your brain and is also pleasing to the eye. 

3. Create a Break Agenda 

List all the things you want to do on your break, be it surfing the web, checking your emails, 

snack time, taking selfies, Facebook/Twitter—everything. 

Like the (10+2)*5 hack in Perth, squeeze these in between work time, but the difference is 

you schedule these activities for ONLY 20 minutes. Eventually, you’ll take your break minutes 

wisely. 

This go-to productivity trick will allow you to finish your tasks instead of side-tracking you to 

other things. 

4. Set a Timetable for Your Tasks 

 

Another to-do list hack is setting up a timetable to avoid procrastination. 

When you’re assigned a task, set a timetable for each step. Let’s say you have a big research 

task. Here’s a sample timetable: 

 9:00 – 9:10 am: Set up all your tools, browser tabs, emails, coffee, etc. 



 9:10 – 10:00 am: Internet research 

 10:00 – 10:45 am: Look through existing files 

 10:45 – 11:00 am: Break time! 

 11:00 – 12:00 pm: Outline research report 

Giving yourself deadlines is the best productivity hack for getting things done. 

5. Become Productively Lazy 

Instead of finding ways to procrastinate unproductively, your go-to productivity trick should 

be using your habits of looking for shortcuts to finish your tasks. 

Staple multiple papers at a time or master the 3-second t-shirt folding technique. Laziness 

can sometimes bring out the best productive and creative side you never knew you had! 

6. Assign a ‘Task Deputy” 

One of the best productivity hacks is assigning yourself a task deputy. 

It could be your colleague, your supervisor, your significant other, or anyone with the 

unforgiving guts to reprimand you when you procrastinate. 

You could go the extra mile by paying up unfinished tasks or times you open your Facebook 

or watch a funny cat video on YouTube. Let’s see how five bucks every time you 

procrastinate will change you. 

7. Consider a Gadget-Free Desk 

According to a study by Kleiner Perkins Caufield and Byers, average users check their phones 

150 times per day, and having your phone just an elbow away creates a sizzle to this habit.) 

Among the most effective work hacks in Perth is removing your gadgets from your 

workspace. Removing mobile devices and gadgets allows you to focus on your work without 

the constant interruption from notifications, calls, and text messages. It eliminates the 

distracting ambiance and the urge to unlock your phone unnecessarily. 

8. Prepping the Night 

Before hitting the sack to oblivion, prepare everything you’ll need the next day. This will 

probably take 15 minutes, saving you more time for coffee in the morning. 



Spin class at 7 am? Pack up your gym clothes, shoes, socks, etc., or create a checklist, so you 

don’t miss anything. You can also prep your food into containers and grab some before 

leaving. 

9. Do a 7 Minute Workout in the Morning 

The best go-to productivity trick is to exercise. Exercising increases productivity and 

stimulates endorphin release or “happy hormones.” 

Take a jog outdoors and get warmed up for the day. Don’t feel like running outside? Hop on 

a treadmill. It’s a great investment, and there are many ways you can use a treadmill, like 

endurance running and metabolism training. On a budget? 

10. Set Up Mini Tasks 

 

If you’re given a big project, one of the best work hacks is to break it down into mini tasks. 

Create a checklist and start with the easy ones until you finish. 

Got an article to write? Just start with the title and the first sentence. Or perhaps you have a 

visual presentation to make? 

Spend 15 minutes on your outline, take five minutes coffee break, then finish the first two 

slides. Accomplishing something, no matter how tiny, still gives you that sense of fulfillment. 

11. Create an Inspirational Board or Reminder 

Get a mini desk chalkboard that you can use to write motivating quotes or write affirmations 

on post-its. Write “Do it now!” and stare at it for 10 seconds every time you feel like 

dropping by on Reddit. 



12. Redecorate Your Room 

Redecorating my room motivates me to maintain that ‘new’ look for some time until I get 

used to it and eventually stop. So, I redecorate again and again; it became a monthly habit. 

Look up inspiring DIY ideas online without having to spend much. 

13. Ready Your Nibbles 

Do you know that trip to the pantry? It’s just seconds away, but it took several minutes to 

get your fruit snacks in the fridge. Before starting a task, prepare your nibbles on your desk 

to avoid zoning out and losing yourself on the way to the pantry. 

14. Schedule Your Chores 

 

Write down your weekly chores with matching days and times when you should be doing 

these. 

For the artsy folks, you can create fun chore charts like these or stick the list somewhere 

visibly annoying, e.g., mirrors, doors, TV. The trick is listing as many chores as possible for 

the week and including unfinished chores the following week. 

Who likes seeing a long list of chores first thing in the Morning? 

15. Be on Time With the Procrastinator’s Clock 

You know you’ve all tried setting your clock forward a few minutes in hopes of getting 

yourself out the door on time. You also know this never works because you subtract the time 

instead of leaving early. 



Instead of getting places earlier, you improve your math skills. David Seah created a clock for 

the perpetually late. The Procrastinator’s Clock runs up to fifteen minutes fast. However, it 

speeds up and slows down, so it is not always exactly fifteen minutes fast. 

Try using the Procrastinator’s Clock; I bet you get places on time because you won’t be able 

to subtract the time difference. 

 

4. Hacks to Make Healthy Eating More Affordable 

 

Eating healthy doesn't have to be expensive, despite the price tags you may have seen on 

the products of some major health-forward brands. The truth is, organic foods often come at 

a premium in comparison to conventional ones for a number of reasons. 

For one, the organic food supply is limited compared to its demand. Another factor to 

consider is the marketing and distribution processes of organic foods—both are costly and 

inefficient due to the relatively small volume of production. However, you don't need to buy 

organic to eat a healthy diet. 

Below, we offer five easy hacks in Perth you can employ on your next trip to the grocery 

store so that you can save money while stocking up on nutritious foods. 

Buy produce that's in season. 

This should be a no-brainer. Why? Not only do fruits and veggies taste better and are more 

nutritious in the season they're cultivated, but they're also cheaper. For example, have you 



ever tried to buy strawberries out of season (aka in the winter)? They can be quite pricey 

compared to when you buy them in the summer months! 

Another way you can ensure you're buying produce in season is by joining a local farm's CSA 

(Community Supported Agriculture) program with a friend. This will allow you to buy the 

fruits and veggies farmers are growing each season so you're getting the highest quality 

produce items on a weekly or biweekly basis! Not to mention, you get to know where you're 

food is coming from all while supporting a local farm. 

Opt for plant-based proteins. 

 

Meat can be expensive, which is all the more reason to incorporate more plant-based 

proteins into your diet including tofu, beans, tempeh, and lentils—all of which are 

inexpensive. Try cutting out meat once or twice a week and instead, swapping in a plant-

based protein. Your grocery bill may just drop in price! 

Don't miss What Happens to Your Body When You Eat Tofu. 

Skip the name brand. 

We all love buying a name brand, however, if you can opt for the store brand or another 

generic variety for some food products, that could definitely help to bring your total grocery 

bill down. For example, if you're at Kroger and want to buy organic, consider checking out 

the chain's Simple Truth line—many of its products are cheaper than its competitors. 

Buy more frozen fruits and veggies. 

Don't forget to check out the frozen aisle! Fruits and veggies are frozen when they're in their 

most nutritious and ripe state, so you can enjoy them all year long—even when they're well 



out of season! Not to mention, they're considerably cheaper to buy when they're in this 

form. 

Buy in bulk. 

Maybe this means getting a membership at Costco and stocking up on nonperishables such 

as trail mix, oats, seeds, and dried legumes (think lentils and garbanzo beans). This can also 

include canned goods such as canned tomatoes, beans, and fruit. 

Again, joining a CSA is one way you can buy fresh produce in bulk. Just keep in mind that you 

may need a house full of people to help you eat all of it or, alternatively, convince a friend 

who lives nearby to split the cost and basket of food with you. 

 

5. Hacks That Will Give Your Mental Health a Big Boost 

 

Stress, burnout, loneliness, and anxiety are mental health issues most of us have dealt with, 

even before 2020. Throw a global pandemic into the mix, and one thing is clear: employee 

well-being has taken center stage. As a result, organizational practices are being reprioritized 

to meet the mental health needs of their workforce. 

Anxiety, in particular, hits close to home for me. Fifteen years ago, I checked into the ER 

thinking I had a heart attack. The electrocardiogram showed that my heart was as strong as 

ever. What had happened? I had a panic attack, which is a sudden, overwhelming surge of 

anxiety and fear that mimics a heart attack. Doctors told me it had been induced by stress. 

That made sense. It was one of the most stressful periods of my life. 



Later, I learned how to control feelings that commonly led to anxiety. I learned that anxiety 

is often the result of fears (mostly based on things that haven't happened yet) I may have 

about uncertain situations, places, and even people in my life. 

This is a serious issue facing working professionals and entrepreneurs everywhere. According 

to the National Institute of Mental Health, anxiety disorders are the most common mental 

illness in the Australia., affecting 40 million adults, a whopping 18 percent of the population. 

You can reduce anxiety with these helpful brain hacks in Perth if anxiety is beating up on 

you. 

1. Calm down 

The most commonly suggested way to manage anxiety is to calm the nervous system by 

using diaphragmatic breathing (deep breathing). Doing it for a few minutes sends the brain 

the message that you're not in danger, and in return, it will kick your body into relaxation 

mode instead of fight-or-flight. If any part of your brain sends signals that you're under 

threat (and in reality, you're not), kick the fear by gently talking yourself out of it. Convince 

that part of your brain sending you into fight-or-flight mode that you are just fine. 

2. Shift from the negative to the positive 

 

If you're feeling anxious, take your mind away from what's bothering you. Try taking a brisk 

walk outside and focus as you walk on positive thoughts that will make you feel safe, 



accepted, loved, and honored. When you're at homeostasis, reflect on how fortunate and 

blessed you actually are. 

3. Write down what you're feeling 

Journaling about your fears and worries helps you process how you really feel, which can be 

healing. Most importantly, write down any thoughts you're having in anticipation of or 

during a situation that causes anxiety. What are you telling yourself? Is it true, or does it 

come from irrational fear? Once you get clarity on the situation, you can determine what 

actions to take to move forward. 

4. Release control 

Often, worry is the direct result of trying to control people, things, or situations that are 

beyond your control. Understanding that you can't and shouldn't control everything and 

releasing your worry will help you manage your emotions better. Focus on the things that 

are in your control, slow down, and take one thing at a time. Now you can refocus on what's 

immediately in front of you and go from there. Releasing your attempt to control will help 

ease some of the discomforts you're experiencing from your anxiety. 

5. Expose yourself to whatever you fear 

 

By exposing yourself to whatever it is you fear, it loses its power and control over you. No 

matter what you fear, if you submerge yourself in it for a long enough period, the illusion of 

fear (because there's no such thing as fear--it's all in our minds) will eventually be gone. I 

used to fear the feeling of taking ice baths at the local gym and submerging my body inside a 

50-degree water tank. After the first few first dips, my mind acclimated to it and I now enjoy 

the health benefits that come from it. Whatever it is you fear, once you expose yourself to it, 



that weakness becomes your strength. Determining what you fear is usually the most 

important thing you need to make yourself successful in life. 

6. Stop overthinking 

Being a leader requires decisiveness and quick thinking. However, overthinking every 

decision will not serve you well. Overthinking causes us to get stuck in a cycle of inaction, 

which triggers analysis paralysis. Now you've entered the terrain of stress-induced anxiety, 

as worry becomes debilitating and causes you to move backward, not forward. Embrace 

uncertainty instead. Acknowledge its presence and accept the fleetingness and brevity of the 

situations you're facing. Be of the mindset that uncertainty will bring with it some benefits, 

like unleashing your creativity and helping you to be more resilient. 

 

6. Life Hacks to Make Household Chores Easier 

 

Chores are never going to make you jump for joy. But there are ways you can make everyday 

cleaning and maintenance less of a pain—you just need to find the right hacks in Perth. From 

simple household items that double as top-notch cleaning supplies to the easiest way you’ll 

ever get wrinkles out of a shirt, here are eight life hacks to make household chores easier. 

1. ICE CUBES IN THE DRYER GET OUT WRINKLES. 

Ditch the iron or handheld steamer and just grab some ice if you want to get wrinkles out of 

a shirt or slacks. Put two or three ice cubes in the dryer along with one or two pieces of 

clothing and place it on the hottest setting. The ice melts and turns to steam, getting the 



wrinkles out. This trick isn’t as effective with heavier clothing, but it’s a miracle on lighter 

fabrics. The best part is that you don’t have to set the dryer for longer than 10 minutes or so 

for it to work. 

2. EMBRACE VINEGAR FOR LOTS OF TASKS. 

Your kitchen’s favorite acid can be a superstar on cleaning day. Do you have a collection of 

cloudy drinking glasses that just won’t come clean? Don’t waste your time scrubbing and 

scrubbing with traditional soap. A little white vinegar will help get those hard water stains 

out, along with a whole bunch of other unsightly stains around your home. 

For glasses, you can soak them in diluted white vinegar or simply dunk a rag in your vinegar 

and clean as usual. This trick will also do wonders for your coffee carafe and dirty faucets. If 

you haven’t cleaned your showerhead in a while, put vinegar in a plastic bag and wrap it 

tight around the head overnight. In the morning, remove the bag and wipe it down to get it 

to sparkle. 

That’s not even close to the end of vinegar’s powers. For dirty blinds, put some vinegar into 

a bowl and put your hand into an old sock. Dip your fingers into the vinegar and wipe those 

blinds down with the sock. It’s far easier than taking the entire set of blinds down to clean 

them, and it does a much better job. 

3. PICK UP BROKEN GLASS WITH BREAD. 

 

When you inevitably drop a glass and hear it shatter on the floor, you know you’ve got to 

spring into action to ensure you get every last shard. While picking up the big pieces is easy 

enough, the small ones can really be a pain. 



The hack? Put a little bit of water on a piece of bread to make it a bit damp and press it on 

the floor where the remaining fragments are. The glass will embed in the bread without the 

danger of cutting your fingers or feet in the process. It’s much easier than trying to sweep up 

every last fragment, and you’ll likely be able to catch those tiny bits that are otherwise 

invisible to the naked eye. 

4. CLEAN A FOGGY MIRROR WITH SHAVING CREAM. 

This is a bit of a two-for-one cleaning tip. If you apply traditional shaving cream to your 

mirror and wipe it down with a paper towel or rag, not only will you rid the mirror of 

smudges and streaks, but it’ll also keep it from fogging up during a shower for a few weeks. 

This trick is also useful for cleaning your glasses and car windows. 

5. CLEAN YOUR MICROWAVE WITH LEMON. 

Instead of scrubbing, scraping, and scouring away at a splattered microwave mess, you can 

get a better clean with the help of a lemon. Simply squeeze juice from a lemon into about 

half a cup of water and drop the remaining lemon in. Put the mixture into the microwave for 

around three minutes—basically long enough to come to a boil. 

The mixture, now steamed, will fill your microwave. Once you let it sit for five minutes, you 

can open the microwave, remove the bowl, and take a cleaning rag or paper towel to the 

inside. Any spilled gunk will come off easily, and the lemon and steam will help any lingering 

odors. 

6. RINSE OUT YOUR BLENDER IN SECONDS. 

Instead of disassembling your blender and cleaning those sharp blades by hand, there’s a 

simple hack that’ll save you time, effort, and a headache. Just fill your blender halfway with 

hot water, throw in some dish soap, secure the lid, and turn it on. The hot water and dish 

soap will remove the stubborn residue around the blades, and you’ll be able to just rinse it 

all out when it’s done. 

7. NEUTRALIZE ODORS WITH A FEW SIMPLE INGREDIENTS. 

Instead of needlessly scrubbing your kitchen from floor to ceiling or spraying air-fresheners 

every time you cook a little salmon, there are simple solutions to get rid of unwanted 

cooking smells. 

One method is to simmer a pot of half water, half vinegar on the stove. The other is to boil a 

pot of water with orange and lemon peels thrown in right after you cook. This is a quick and 

cheap way to get rid of unwanted aromas that linger for days even after you crack a window. 

8. CLEAN YOUR BATHTUB WITH GRAPEFRUIT. 



Ditch the harsh, expensive chemicals and embrace a more organic way to clean your tub. 

First, turn the water on and get your tub wet from end to end. Then, simply cut a grapefruit 

in half, sprinkle a generous amount of salt on the exposed fruit, and begin scrubbing. 

The combination of the citrus fruit and salt removes soap stains and other assorted messes 

while leaving a pleasant smell behind. The same technique can be used on sinks, faucets, 

and fixtures as well. If you’re looking to switch to easier, more natural cleaning solutions, the 

grapefruit is a safe bet. 

 

6.1.  The Science Of Effective Cleaning: Understanding Cleaning Agents 

 

Cleaning is not just a process of removing dust and stains. It involves a science behind 

effective cleaning. Eliminating stubborn stains, grime, grease, mould, and other allergens 

requires a comprehensive knowledge and understanding of different cleaning agents and 

techniques to achieve the best outcomes. 

Make sure you know the difference between surfactants and enzymatic cleaners, acidic 

cleaners or alkaline solvents, etc, before applying on any surface. Some harsh or acidic 

cleaners can cause harm to the natural stone surfaces, while some surfaces are too delicate 

to handle enzymatic cleaners. 

That’s the main reason why people prefer hiring cheap vacate cleaning in Perth who know 

the chemical compounds of cleaning agents and proven methods to remove stains and 

grime. 

Here is a complete guide on understanding cleaning agents and the science behind effective 

cleaning to help you achieve desired results without causing damage to the surface. 



Types Of Cleaning Agents 

Cleaning agents are also known as cleaners, cleaning solvents or detergents formulated to 

tackle organic stains, grease, oil, grime, dirt and other contaminants from different surfaces. 

Here are some of the most common types of cleaning agents and their basic characteristics: 

Surfactants 

These are one of the major ingredients in most cleaning agents available in the market, such 

as floor cleaners, mould removers, toilet cleaners, and much more. They basically minimize 

surface tension by letting water spread and penetrate better on the affected surface and 

tackle dirt and grime with ease. 

In simple words, surfactants boost the wetting and spreading process of water on different 

surfaces, which in turn, helps you remove stubborn stains, oil and grime in a few minutes. 

However, it is good to use natural cleaning products to clean furniture and fight odours. 

Vinegar, baking soda and other cleaning products are good for removing stains. 

Enzymatic Cleaners 

These specified cleaners have an enzyme that breaks down and eliminates organic stains, 

such as blood, pet urine, food particles and much more. These cleaners promote biochemical 

reactions that break down complex organic molecules into soluble and simpler compounds. 

Acidic Cleaners 

 



Acidic cleaners include white vinegar, lemon and other citric products that can easily remove 

rust stains, mineral deposits and soap scum. The citric properties work by breaking down 

and dissolving stubborn stains and grime from different surfaces. 

Professional vacate cleaners Perth don’t recommend using acidic cleaners on natural stone 

surfaces, such as marble, tiles, stones, etc. You can also make homemade carpet shampoo 

recipes using vinegar and other natural acidic cleaners. 

Alkaline Cleaners 

Sodium hydroxide and ammonia-based solvents available on the market are called alkaline 

cleaners. They work effectively when it comes to removing protein stains, oil, grease and 

grime. 

The store-bought alkaline products work by saponification that breaks down fats into soap-

like substances for quick removal. 

Since ammonia is a harmful chemical, you can use baking soda because it is one of the safest 

alternatives that can help you eliminate stains without releasing chemicals into the air. 

Disinfectants 

These products can kill harmful germs or microorganisms, such as viruses, germs, bacteria 

and fungi, from almost all surfaces. Use disinfectant sprays and wipes after removing stains 

and dirt from the surface. Using it on dirt-laden areas won’t help you achieve the desired 

results. 

What Are The Mechanisms Of Actions Of Cleaning Agents? 

Do you want to understand the science of effective cleaning? It is important to see how the 

mechanisms of these cleaning agents work and remove stains and grime. Here are a few 

mechanisms: 

 Solubilisation: Many cleaning agents contain solubilise substances by breaking them 

down into a liquid solution. For instance, ammonia-based cleaners dissolve protein-

based stains by breaking the bonds between the proteins and the area. 

 Emulsification: Surfactants in cleaning products work as emulsifiers that enable the 

dispersion of greasy and oily substances in water. They basically spread and breakdown 

the oil and grease stains and let them mix with water for a quick removal. 

 Oxidation: Some cleaning products use oxidation to eliminate stubborn stains. They 

can easily remove organic compounds and bad odours. 



 Mechanical Action: Scrubbing, brushing and agitation boosts the effectiveness of 

cleaning products and helps you remove stains from different surfaces. It is good to 

understand the cleaning process and achieve sparkling results. 

 pH Levels: It is important to understand the pH scale of different cleaning products. 

The pH measures the alkalinity and acidity of a substance. For instance, acidic cleaners 

are ideal for removing mineral deposits on tiles, while alkaline are great at removing 

grease and oil stains.  

Effective Cleaning Techniques 

 

 Prepare the surface by removing loose dirt and soil from the surface and apply 

cleaning agents accordingly. 

 Spray the cleaning agents and let it sit for a few minutes to break down the surface. 

 Scrub or rub the surface using proper tools 

 Rinse the surface 



 Wipe down and dry 

 Disinfect the germ-laden 

If you are preparing your rented property and want to get your bond back, book 

professionals for a budget vacate cleaning Perth and pass the rental inspection.  

 

Conclusion 

By embracing the practical wisdom distilled from scientific research, individuals can unlock 

the potential for profound transformation in their lives. Whether you're seeking to declutter 

your physical space, optimize your time management, or cultivate healthier habits, this book 

offers a wealth of actionable insights to help you achieve your goals. Through the power of 

knowledge and intentional action, you have the opportunity to revolutionize your approach 

to living, one hack at a time. Embrace simplicity, harness the tools of science, and embark on 

the path to smarter, more fulfilling living today. 
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